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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-First Day: Wednesday, March 21, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 821*-241-157-123—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #8 Salsa Rita (7th race)—8-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #5 The Other Cat (1st race)—15-1 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)THE OTHER CAT: In light, lone speed; can wire this crew at a price 
(#6)TRAPPED AT SEA: Has never been off the board; barn 21% off claim 
(#2)HARDCORE CAT: Good third despite awkward start on debut—upside 
(#4)MRS. MET: Respectable out of the box in Jersey; first start for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-2-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)OUR GIRL ABBY: Sits the pocket trip clocking early speed; on the drop  
(#6)GOLDA: She has never missed the tri, creeps up in class; prefers 5.5F 
(#4)LIL BAY CORVETTE: Impressed in first start vs. winners; in fine fettle 
(#5)STARSHIP ZODIAC: Will love turning back to six-panels; slight drop a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)BRILLIANT DIAL: Drops like a bad habit; forced in at start on debut  
(#1)GRACE B: Second or third in last four starts; tends to be bankrupt late 
(#5)REINA LA KELSY: Tight quarters late in last; 4th in “fast” strip debut 
(#3)AWESOME NONA: Barn excels off long layoffs, has speed, huge drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-5-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)TERI’S BIG HEART: Class drop is significant; at best on turf at 8F trip  
(#6)INDYGITA: Snug fit for a $16,000 tag; zero-for-15 on Gulfstream turf 
(#2)CONQUEST DYNASTY: Has improved off claim; hasn’t won since 2016 
(#3)VOILA LA VICTOIRE(IRE): Needs early pace help; tab for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-2-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)PEACE ACCORD: Drops down in class off last 2; gets 5-lb. weight break  
(#3)GRAN KING OF KINGS: Different colt with blinkers; loves a 1-turn mile 
(#4)INHIBITION: Returns to claiming ranks; route to extended sprint suits 
(#5)JAIL HOUSE: He’ll like the cutback to 1-turn; drops for Romans Barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)BURKE’S GARDEN: Double-dip drop on point; route-to-sprint is huge  
(#6)FASHION BREAK: Is capable fresh; has hints of green in her pedigree 
(#4)CATHARSIS: Gets stalking trip under Gaffalione; good fit for a quarter 
(#2)HAPPY RIVER: Unproven on “fast” racetrack; broke maiden for $25K 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-4-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)SALSA RITA: Love the cutback to 6-panels; never off the board on dirt  
(#1)SIPMYCHARDONNAYNAE: Woke up on the drop; third start off shelf 
(#4)NOTHINS FREE: Had things her own way on front-end in maiden win 
(#2)TWO TIMING GIRL: Beaten a length a change vs. tougher stock in last 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-4-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)GLOBAL ENTRY: Less than a length from winning last three; handy  
(#8)ROYAL BLESSING: 2 necks shy from winning last three on GP weeds 
(#6)BARNEY REBEL(IRE): 10-year-old veteran fires every time—overlay 
(#3)CHIEF EXCHANGER: Won last two 2-turn starts on turf; is very sharp 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-6-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SLIM SHADEY(GB): Retained sharp form on the rise; won 3 of last 5  
(#8)DUROCHER: Loves the GP turf; sharp win in last start off the sidelines 
(#1)DRIVEN BY THUNDER: Sets pace, hounded by Bern; Pletcher re-claim 
(#6)FEARLESS DRAGON: Second in tough heat in last; improved with hood 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-1-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#9)RULE YOURSELF: Dirt-to-turf, one-turn to two-turns on the money  
(#1)SOUTHERN GREATNESS: Never been in this cheap; better on Tapeta 
(#3)MONETARY SYSTEM: Wide draw hurt in last; reunited with Gaffalione 
(#6)PUT THE HAT BACK: 3rd for $35K at GP; just missed in two-turn debut 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-3-6 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


